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AT the present moment, industry
employs approximately 5,567 people
within the Borough of Christchurch. In
1859, White's Directory of Hampshire
records the surprising total of ''about
500 hands (mostly female)" being
employed in making Fuzee chains for
watches in Christchurch. That was a
domestic industry, however, and it can be
said that the rapid growth of
employment in the borough dates from
1939.
Fuzee chain and hook making in
Christchurch a hundred years ago was centred round works in High Street, Bargates, Bridge Street
and Purewell. In Magnolia House, Purewell, there can still be seen a long window designed,
presumably, to give maximum light to workers (including children) engaged in the production of
this amazingly fine product. The Christchurch output almost exclusively supplied the watchmakers
of London, Coventry, Birmingham, Liverpool as well as many in America.
Fuzee chain is of "cycle chain" pattern but measures only between 14 and 15 thousandths of
an inch in thickness. It can readily be threaded through the eye of an ordinary sewing needle and its
links are one-twentieth of an inch long.
Other local industries in 1855 were boat building, knitting, brewing and fishing, whilst the
Hengistbury Mining Co. was engaged in the extraction of excellent ironstone from the Head. It
might be noted in passing that the Directory of 1859 lists 26 inns and taverns in the Parish of
Christchurch, and 16 beer houses!
DECLINE OF INDUSTRY
Industrial activity gradually declined during the century—except for boat building and
fishing, which are the oldest local industries still surviving. Fuzee chains were rendered obsolete by
advance in watch design; knitting became mechanised: the activities of the Hengistbury Mining
Co. were brought to a standstill by public opinion which feared for the safety of Hengistbury
Head from sea erosion. Brewing stopped too: the progress of transport made it possible for man's
needs to be supplied from a smaller number of more widely spread establishments. (By some,
progress is not always regarded as a good thing.)
There was one important exception to the general decline of local industry prior to 1939.
When tanks were invented during the '14-18 war, it suddenly became necessary to design a
military bridge capable of supporting weights in excess of gun carriages and limbers. Christchurch
Barracks, on the bank of the river Stour, provided a desirable location for the establishment of this
new branch of military service, and the work has continued ever since.
BAILEY BRIDGES
In 1928 a Mr. Donald Bailey was appointed as its bridge designer, and most people know
now of the Treasury minute which arrived at "E.B.E." during the industrial slump of the thirties. "Is
Mr. Bailey really necessary?" the minute read! Eight years later the Bailey Bridge was invented in
Christchurch, and Mr. Bailey was awarded the O.B.E. and soon afterwards knighted.
For the rest, prior to 1939, Christchurch was gradually becoming a haven for the retired and

a dormitory for Bournemouth, with a small-scale holiday trade of its own. Then came the two
biggest events of the century in local industry. At Somerford, aircraft manufacturing was established
and, next door to it, there arrived a Government research establishment in which many of the
applications of radar, and many developments in field and line communication have been evolved.
GROWTH SINCE 1949
In 1949 the Christchurch Times collected some statistics of industrial employment in the
borough which were published in the "Hampshire Review". A few of these figures are given below
and, for comparison, similar figures in 1955.
Type of work
No. employed
1949 1955
Aircraft construction
970
4,780
S.R.D.E
800
4,780
M.E.X.E
540
4,780
"Plastics"
90
175
Electrical components
140
150
Water Supply
120
140
Fishing Tackle mfg.
60
65
Boat building
50
45
Shop fitting
30
43
Engineering
―
36
Printing
20
28
Food manufacture
10
23
Constructional eng.
30
22
Toy making
30
22
Agriculture mach'ery.
16
19
Cloth manuf'ring.
―
14
Non-ferrous foundry
―
5
Totals
2,906
5,567
EMPLOYMENT IN 1954
The closest approximation it is possible to get to a full picture of the employment structure
of the borough has been kindly supplied for the purpose of this article by the local branch of the
Ministry of Labour and National Service. The figures which have been listed in numerical order,
represent the numbers of insured employees in the Christchurch Employment Exchange area at the
end of May, 1954.
Aircraft manufacture and repair
3,049
Engineering (general, Government establishment, boat building
and agricultural machinery)
1,205
Building, civil engineering and electrical contracting
673
Distributive trades
554
Hotels and catering trades
459
Public administration and Defence
322
Medical and Dental services
315
Domestic service (residential and non-residential)
280
Educational services
268
Toys, plastics, metal fishing tackle
228
Miscellaneous services (entertainment, sport, laundering,
dry cleaning, hair dressing, etc.)
188
Electrical (wireless apparatus and electrical goods)
137

Food and drink manufacture
Vehicles (manufacture and repair of motor vehicles and cycles)
Insurance, banking and finance
Textiles, clothing (including boot and shoe repairs)
Other manufacturing industries (lens grinding, mica cutting
and dressing mostly)
Other professional services
Wood (saw milling, conversion) and some upholstery)
Manufacture of parts and accessories for vehicles and aircraft
Printing

131
123
101
79
66
56
46
41
28

